What Do Debt Relief Industry Leaders Have to Say About MSTARS??
Here Are Some of Them….

“I have known Matt Hearn and MSTARS through the consumer debt industry for many years.
They have always taken the approach of growing business through proper education and
consumer first training. I know Matt as a man of honor and principle and highly recommend
both him and MSTARS without reservation..” February 21, 2012
-Greg G. Owner, Debt Relief Provider

“MSTARS and Matt are truly the leaders in the debt industry. Compliance is finally becoming the
most important aspect in lifting this fledgling industry from the depths of where it went to
possibilities of where we may go. Every company in the debt relief world must join MSTARS to
benefit and grow in the new world. Their vision of change, growth, compliance and a newfound
respect is the foundation of positive change our industry needs today. Matt Hearn has been a
valuable resource for me and my company and I see them as the new leader in bringing the
settlement world together and facilitating the growth we all desire. BEYOND highly
recommended!” May 4, 2012
-Sean R. CEO, Debt Relief Provider

“The skill, passion and training they can provide is the best in the industry. Nothing comes close
and our agents have been a lot more excited and confident about coming to work as a result.”
March 7, 2011 Top qualities: Expert, Good Value, High Integrity
-Chris S. President, Debt Relief Provider

“Matt Hearn, President of MStars Inc., is a very talented individual that previously owned a debt
settlement company that produced 20,000 enrollments in just 3 short years in business. He took
the methods and systems that he used in his own company and shared them with the masses.
I would recommend MStars training to anyone in the debt settlement industry that is looking to
grow or start a new company. The training is easy to follow and understand, yet thorough and
precise to the current industry requirements and regulations. This training is a must for those
that want to operate a compliant and honest business model that is truly dedicated to helping
individuals.” Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity
-Ari M. Owner, Debt Relief Provider

“MStars has been a solid company that we have been speaking with for some time. Matt has been
open, up front and has shared his experiences and opinions with us. We continue to work with
MStars towards a bigger relationship that we feel will pay big dividends to our company and our
customers.”
-Tim M, Chief Executive Officer, Debt Relief Provider

“I was managed and trained directly by Matt Hearn with a debt settlement company for 3 years
and was previously coming out of the mortgage business with no clue about debt settlement. With
the training and direction of Matt, within 60 days I became the top producer of the company
enrolling 6-10 clients per week consistently for 3 years under him. I recommend this training to
veterans and also for people fresh in the business. I gained incredible amounts of experience
working with Matt. I know perform at the highest level of compliance and sales.”
-Stanley B, Consultant, Independent Debt Relief Specialist

“We have been working with MSTARS for a long time now and we recommend to anyone in the
industry to reach out to them and learn what they have to offer. We share similar views on
industry standards and are constantly trying to find better ways to improve sales agents along
with the industry as a whole. We are glad to see an organization like MSTARS step forward with
an initiative that is going to help unify the compliant companies. Excellent work!”
-Ryan G, Managing Director of Business Development, Debt Relief Provider

“*REDACTED* provides client savings account for DS customers. In dealing with other service
providers, it becomes very evident which of our clients were processed by a professionally
educated salesperson. They are more knowledgeable regarding their contracts, the process of
debt settlement and their expectations of the program. We believe that MSTARS training is
essential to companies who are serious about acquiring and retaining happy customers. We
would recommend it to anyone associated with Debt Settlement, from salespeople to processors.
MSTARS provides a valuable service and voice for those in the Debt Settlement industry.”
-Kim S, CEO, SPA Processor, Debt Relief Industry

“Without MSTARS our business probably would have gone under - with their knowledge, passion
and enthusiasm they have helped us create a culture that by far surpasses any in the industry.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity
-Sal A. President, Debt Relief Provider

“MSTARS training program is superior to anything else in the marketplace. Their compliance
training has given my organization the confidence and tools necessary to ethically sell our
service in an industry that has been tarnished with bad actors and deception. They are not only
the best at what they do, they are the only ones who do it right.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity
-Jeff S., Executive, Debt Relief Provider
Here are some things the Agents are saying about the program….
“Excellent program. Our agents are extremely well equipped thanks to MSTARS Training
System”
“These techniques are invaluable. Solid gold”
“My numbers are finally where I want them and I sleep very well at night knowing I am doing it
right. I WILL be the top dog on the floor with this training behind me!”
“This makes so much sense. The modules are awesome. I just got a client out of another debt
settlement company and on with us because of the techniques I learned. The client said I knew so
much more than that “other guy”. Ha! Thanks for everything!”
“My compliance was non-existent before this training. It opened my eyes in a major way. I
actually feel good about what I do again. Great program MSTARS! Thanks!”
“I’ve been doing this for years and doing pretty well, actually. I was miffed that we had to go
through this new training and take time off the floor. It took me a minute to figure out what the
angle was, but after going through the mods a couple of times, I had the “AHA moment”. You’re
good, Mr. Hearn. Real good.”
“Numbers are up, compliance is on target, retention looks good. Everything is better. Solid
program, MSTARS.”
“You are hilarious. I enjoyed the program and without even knowing it, I was duplicating what I
heard and getting closes. Cool!”
“Love it! Took my game to a whole new level.”
“We have a lot more fun at work now. Before, we were always getting the hammer to close deals.
Now we just do it, lol!”

